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ARCHE calls upon the Allies and the UN to rebuild
Replace the government of Dr. Angela Merkel
Secure the implementation of the Basic Law in Germany
2020-04-24

ARCHE: "We trust in God!" Photo: Heiderose Manthey.
.
Keltern-Weiler. For the past 20 years, ARCHE¹ has reported on federal, European and worldwide 
countless reports on victims, single fates and deaths from Germany and many other countries in 
connection with the human rights violation "Kinderraub [not only] in Germany - Parent-child-
parent" Alienation Syndrome ", briefly - not called, published, ARCHE has set up a worldwide 
network of victims, victims, welfare associations (NGOs), scientists and experts, just before the 
report of the European Parliament's petition, conducted by the ARCH through the IAoHRD and the 
UN over several months, formulated and published the original speech of ARCHE and the Federal 
German Committee on Law and Consumer Protection, finished several applications and the 
Chancellor of Germany, Dr. Angela Merkel, and demanded they trade, ARCHE formulated, sent and
published the Call for Help to the President of the United States of America, Donald J. Trump, and 
to the President of the Russian Federation, Vladimir W. Putin, they sent with in their spending SOS-
Hilferufe in all countries, after China and Japan and fully publicized the evidence not only in 
Germany kidnapping human rights offenses - even - only.

Right now, ARCHE directs your statement
and world publicity.

.
In this position, ARCHE remains the only allied herbeizur calling,
they share this with the knowledge of the UN and the background evidence
the government in Germany.

The evidence of the human rights abuses committed
"Kinderraub [nicht nur] in Germany - Parental Alienation - Parental Alienation Syndrome", kid - 
eke - just named,
lie with the twice extended RESOLUTION 2C 209/15
and with the reporting of the ARCHE and the IAoHRD and the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture 
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Serious Treatment or Punishment (CIDTP), the United Nations 
Organization.

The fragile government of Merkel must have laid down the craft.

The Allies had to intervene in Germany
for law and order,
for the guarantee of the content of the fundamental right,
for the freedom and security of the citizen in Germany
take care of the worry.

The Merkel government was negligent
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added countless damage to the people for years
- despite knowing!

This is a war crime in the eyes of the ARCHE
large proportions against their own population
and this government must be deprived of power.
.
Chancellor Merkel has to go and be accounted for your crimes!
.
Merkel is predicted to have Kinderraub [not only] in Germany - Parent-Child Abduction - Parental 
Alienation Syndrome, including Development, Alienation and Damage, to expose children to 
helpless positions - thus, without parents, without family.
.
"§ 234 Menschenraub.
(1) Whoever seeks another person by force, by threatening with a susceptible nonsense or by a list, 
to assist them in helpless placement or to provide service in a military or military-like facility 
abroad, shall be subject to freedom of imprisonment from them. Punish the years.
(2) In less severe cases, the penalty of imprisonment is six months to five years. "

.
GLOBAL ON THE PROCLAMATION
.
These bits of ARCHE and the Allies and the UN have been transmitted via Google translators in the
following 108 languages to make the global call of this proclamation visible:

*
With this call, ARCHE has expanded its reporting capabilities to the forthcoming human rights 
violation Kinderraub [not only] in Germany - Parental Alienation - Parental Alienation Syndrome at
the federal, European and worldwide levels. The evidence of the human rights violations found has 
been eradicated and the bites to intervene are being pursued by the Allies and other governments.
.
Please cry!

.

.

.

UfIn the search for your age of 8 and 11 years robbed and to this day massively estranged sons 
founded Heiderose Manthey the ARCHE.
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